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ABSTRACT 

Multiple techniques based on synergistic ground-based 
remote sensing instrumentation to retrieve the vertical 
structure of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), the 
aerosol mass concentration from the LIDAR extinction 
and the liquid cloud microphysics are presented. The 
vertical structure of the ABL during day and night is 
retrieved by applying the Temporal Height Tracking 
algorithm to the backscatter and Doppler velocity 
LIDAR profiles; the calculation of the extinction 
coefficient from LIDAR returns in combination with in-
situ aerosol measurements allow the characterization 
and categorization of different aerosol layers as well as 
the estimate of the aerosol mass concentration profile; 
the SYRSOC (SYnergistic Remote Sensing Of Cloud) 
technique [1,2,3] utilises a Ka-band Doppler cloud 
RADAR, a single-channel LIDAR and a multichannel 
microwave-radiometer to retrieve the main 
microphysical parameters such as cloud droplet number 
concentration (CDNC), droplets effective radius (Reff), 
cloud liquid water content (LWC), cloud optical 
thickness, cloud Albedo and cloud LIDAR multiple 
scattering. Three comparisons are presented to validate 
the retrieved microphysics: between surface-sampled 
cloud condensation nuclei concentration and the 
retrieved CDNC; between the MODIS retrieved and the 
SYRSOC-retrieved Reff ; between the CLOUDNET-
retrieved and the SYRSOC- retrieved LWC.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The GAW atmospheric station of Mace Head in Ireland 
has deployed an impressive number of new instruments 
both in situ and remote sensing in the last five years. A 
ka-band Doppler RADAR, a single-wavelength LIDAR, 
a temperature and humidity microwave radiometer 
(MWR) and an Aerodyne High Resolution Time of 
Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF AMS) are, 
amongst the others, the most prominent improvement to 
the equipment already in place at the Mace Head 
supersite. An overview of multiple applications of 
different techniques to the remote sensing and in situ  
aerosol and cloud data is provided in the following 
sections. Section 2 shows an application of the 
Temporal Height Tracking algorithm [4,5,6] to 

backscatter and Doppler LIDAR returns to retrieve the 
vertical structure of the ABL during day and night. 
Section 3 describe the methodology to derive the 
LIDAR extinction and mass extinction based on the 
combination of in situ and LIDAR data. Section 4 
shows different comparisons between SYRSOC and in-
situ, satellite measurements and CLOUDNET retrievals 
of CDNC, Reff and LWC, respectively, from liquid 
stratocumulus clouds. 

2. ABL STRUCTURE  

A comparative study of two different methods of 
retrieving the ABL structure has been performed by 
using vertical profiles of attenuated backscatter and 
Doppler velocity from a Halo Photonics pulsed Doppler 
LIDAR installed at Mace Head during the period 16-02-
2012 to 28-03-2012 through the ACTRIS TNA 
framework (Aerosols, Clouds, and Trace gases 
Research InfraStructure Network). The height of the 
ABL is an important parameter for many meteorological 
and air quality applications; however, this parameter 
must be carefully defined as different tracers and 
techniques can provide a different view of the ABL 
structure. For this study we have compared the heights 
retrieved from two definitions of the ABL: (i) the 
mixed-layer height, MLH, which is the top of the 
atmospheric region in constant contact with the surface 
through turbulent mixing [7]; (ii) the ABL as the top of 
the atmospheric layer where the friction and the 
convection generated at the surface influences directly 
the turbulent mixing which determines the 
homogeneous distribution of the aerosols [6]. While the 
first definition does not specify the nature of the tracers 
used to characterize the ABL and solely describes the 
MLH through its turbulent mixing, the second definition 
describes the ABL in terms of the aerosol distribution 
within the atmosphere as determined by friction, 
convection and advection. The THT is a 1-D (spatial) 
gradient and time-constrained technique to retrieve the 
ABL structure from any LIDAR returns. Because the 
THT works predominantly on the sharp changes along 
the profile it can be applied to different quantities like 
the aerosol concentration or the variance of the Doppler 
vertical velocity. THT retrieves two layers at each time 



 

step: a Surface Mixed Layer (SML, lower layer) and a 
Decoupled Residual Layer (DRL, upper layer). The two 
layers are calculated by applying the THT to an m-by-n 
matrix (m = number of range gates; n = number of 
profiles) of logarithmic attenuated backscatter 
coefficient (βAtt) and turbulence (σTKE) from the Doppler 
LIDAR (see Eq.1). The SML retrieved from the βAtt  and 
σTKE profiles are compared separately for day and night 
and  for different air masses over Mace Head  in Fig.1. 
The turbulence kinetic energy is defined as the unit 
mass  mean kinetic energy  of the turbulent vertical 
flow, that for this case applies to the fluctuations in the 
vertical component of the Doppler wind velocity (ω'). 
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2.1. Air mass classification 

Three air masses characterized the period  16-02-2012 
to 28-03-2012: maritime polar (mP), maritime tropical 
(mT) and continental polar (cP). Each comparison 
shows different characteristics based on the particular 
air mass (row-wise) and time of the day (column-wise). 
The top two panels show the cP air mass, the middle the 
mP and the bottom the mT (left: day; right: night).  
About 5% of the total SML data have been excluded 
from the comparison as the residuals were larger than 3 
standard deviations. Compared to the mT, the SML data 
during both  cP and mP distribute over a larger range of 
heights. During daytime the cP and mP SML are both 
~160% of the mT values, the difference increases for the  
nocturnal retrievals when the cP and mP SML reach 
~140% and 200% of the mT SML, respectively. Also 
the correlation coefficient is lower during cP and mP.  

2.2.  βAtt vs TKEσ  

The βAtt-retrieved SML values during cP are higher than 
the σTKE-retrieved ones during both day and night, 
especially at lower altitudes (<800 m) . The observed 
βAtt-σTKE relation must be interpreted in light of the 
general meteorological conditions during the cP air 
mass characterized by higher temperature and less 
clouds than the other periods. These conditions led to 
enhanced convection and turbulence dominating the 
MLH dynamics, the comparisons suggest that the level 
where the turbulence decays more abruptly is lower than 
the level where the aerosol concentration drops. 
Although observed during both day and night, this 
behaviour is more evident during day when convection 
dominates the dynamics . On the other hand, both mP 
and mT are characterized by moister air, lower 
temperature and more clouds. Especially the larger 
cloud cover led the two retrievals to converge more 
closely during the mT period: in fact both the 
backscatter and the turbulence profile undergo a 
dramatic change at the cloud base level. Generally, the 
comparison reveals a good agreement between σTKE and 
βAtt  as tracers for the MLH. The comparison suggests 
also that clear-sky conditions would leave to more 
complex σTKE - β

Att relations. 

  

  

Figure 1. βAtt  vs TKEσ SML detection for different air 

masses and time of the day. 

3. EXTINCTION AND MASS EXTINCTION 

The retrieval of aerosol mass concentration from remote 
sensing and in-situ instrumentation has multiple 
applications in meteorology, air quality and boundary 
layer studies. The scientific community has tried to 
improve the accuracy of the estimated aerosol mass 
concentration for years. Unfortunately, ground-based 
remote sensing measurements alone can retrieve the 
profile of the mass load (M) only by assuming the 
density and the aerosol size distribution (ASD) of the 
aerosol population. These assumptions affect the 
retrieved value of M and increase its uncertainty. In 
order to retrieve an accurate profile of M using a 
backscatter or a Raman LIDAR with minimum 
assumptions in-situ information from co-located 
instrumentation are needed [8,9]. Here, we present a 
method to retrieve the aerosol mass concentration from 
synergistic remote sensing and in-situ measurements 
from LIDAR, MWR and TEOM (Tapered Element 
Oscillating Microbalance). The accuracy of the 
retrieved M depends on the accuracy of the extinction 
and on the Mass Extinction Efficiency (MEE). The 
Mass Extinction Efficiency (MEE) is the quantity that 
relates the LIDAR extinction (σ) and M, i.e. ratio of the 
total extinction in the column to the total column mass 
concentration of aerosols for any given ASD and any 
given wavelength at different heights, z: 
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The MEE is obtained after an initial calibration of the 
system in a well mixed boundary-layer and in 
homogeneous air mass conditions. The potential 



temperature (TPOT) profile from the MW
information on the stability and mixing conditions of the 
atmospheric column above the sensor. Well
conditions are selected based on the TPOT profile and 
an assumption of homogeneous conditions for aerosol 
concentration are taken for that time interval. The 
surface TEOM measurements of PM10 concentration 
are then used as a proxy 
zs is the ground level altitude. Once the extinction is 
retrieved by inversion of the LIDAR signal, MEE can 
be calculated and used to calculate 
during the homogeneous air mass conditions.
  

Figure 2. From top: THT
βAtt profiles; RH tim

concentration; aerosol mass concentration

Fig. 2 shows an example of application of this method 
to the LIDAR-RADAR
calculate M (bottom panel) for a clear
homogeneous continental air mass conditions at Mace 
Head. All information from top, middle
bottom panels are used to constrain the method and 
reduce the uncertainty. The red highlighted area shows, 
in correspondence to the TPOT
conditions, the height of the SML (top), the RH value 
from the MWR (middle
concentration (middle-bottom).

4. LIQUID CLOUD MICROPHYSICS

SYRSOC (SYnergistic 
multi-module technique capable to retrieve the three 
primary microphysical parameters from liquid clouds, 
i.e. CDNC, Reff and LWC
microphysical variables, SYRSOC provide
of parameters describing the cloud droplet spectral 
properties, the degree 
Doppler velocity spectrum of
depth and the cloud albedo. 
CHM15K LIDAR, the 
and oxygen microwave profiler and the 
band MIRA36 Doppler cloud RADAR 
Head are used to supply the input 
[1,2,3]. For the marine stratocumulus cloud detected 

temperature (TPOT) profile from the MWR provides 
information on the stability and mixing conditions of the 
tmospheric column above the sensor. Well-mixed 

conditions are selected based on the TPOT profile and 
an assumption of homogeneous conditions for aerosol 
concentration are taken for that time interval. The 
surface TEOM measurements of PM10 concentration 

then used as a proxy for the mass M(z >= zs) where 
is the ground level altitude. Once the extinction is 

retrieved by inversion of the LIDAR signal, MEE can 
be calculated and used to calculate M(z) at any time 
during the homogeneous air mass conditions. 

 
op: THT-retrieved ABL heights from 

RH timeseries from the MWR; PM10 
erosol mass concentration. 

Fig. 2 shows an example of application of this method 
RADAR-MWR and TEOM data to 

(bottom panel) for a clear-sky day in 
homogeneous continental air mass conditions at Mace 
Head. All information from top, middle-top and middle-
bottom panels are used to constrain the method and 
reduce the uncertainty. The red highlighted area shows, 

orrespondence to the TPOT-based well-mixed 
conditions, the height of the SML (top), the RH value 
from the MWR (middle-top) and the PM10 

bottom). 

LIQUID CLOUD MICROPHYSICS  

rgistic Remote Sensing Of Cloud) is a 
technique capable to retrieve the three 

primary microphysical parameters from liquid clouds, 
LWC. In addition to the main 

microphysical variables, SYRSOC provides a number 
of parameters describing the cloud droplet spectral 
properties, the degree of cloud subadiabaticity, the 

spectrum of droplets, the cloud optical 
depth and the cloud albedo. The 1064-nm wavelength 
CHM15K LIDAR, the RPG-HATPRO water vapour 
and oxygen microwave profiler and the 35-GHz Ka-

Doppler cloud RADAR installed at Mace 
are used to supply the input data to SYRSOC 

For the marine stratocumulus cloud detected 

over Mace Head during 11:00-16:00 UTC on the 10
Dec-2010, three comparisons have been performed 
between the main microphysical SYRSOC variables 
and, respectively, a poly-dispersed cloud condensation 
nuclei (CCN) counter for the CDNC
satellite for the Reff and CLOUDNET 

4.1. CDNC vs CCN 

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the CDNC and 
the surface-measured CCN at different supersaturation 
(ss) values, 0.1–0.25–0.5–0.75–1 %. The comparison 
relies on the fact that the boundary layer topped by the 
stratocumulus cloud was well mixe
11:00-16:00 UTC. The agreement between the number 
of cloud droplets and activated nuclei confirms the 
robustness of the assumption. 
comparison provides in this way an indirect estimate of 
the ss achieved within the cloud. A
graph, during the first and last part of the cloud the ss 
was higher than during the central part.

Figure 3. CDNC vs CCN at ss 0.1 

4.2. SYRSOC vs MODIS: Reff 

L2 products of Reff from AQUA Moderate
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellites have 
been extracted for the overpasses containing the Mace 
Head station (53.33 N, 9.9 W). 
 

Figure 4. MODIS-AQUA Reff,14:20UTC overpass.

Fig. 4 shows the overpass for the marine 
highlighted 0.6×0.6-degrees box embedding the Mace 
Head geographical position. The box
Reff value is compared with the mean cloud top 
SYRSOC. The 14:00–14:30UTC time interval
been selected for SYRSOC to provide the mean 
The satellite-retrieved Reff was 16.2 µ
the mean upper layer SYRSOC-retrieved 

 

16:00 UTC on the 10-
have been performed 

between the main microphysical SYRSOC variables 
dispersed cloud condensation 

for the CDNC, the MODIS 
and CLOUDNET [10] for the LWC.  

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the CDNC and 
measured CCN at different supersaturation 

1 %. The comparison 
relies on the fact that the boundary layer topped by the 
stratocumulus cloud was well mixed during the period 

16:00 UTC. The agreement between the number 
of cloud droplets and activated nuclei confirms the 
robustness of the assumption. The CDNC-CCN 
comparison provides in this way an indirect estimate of 

achieved within the cloud. As it is clear from the 
graph, during the first and last part of the cloud the ss 
was higher than during the central part. 

 
ss 0.1 –0.25 –0.5 –0.75 %.  

from AQUA Moderate-resolution 
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellites have 
been extracted for the overpasses containing the Mace 

 
14:20UTC overpass. 

for the marine cloud with 
degrees box embedding the Mace 

geographical position. The box-averaged AQUA 
compared with the mean cloud top Reff from 

14:30UTC time interval has then 
to provide the mean Reff. 

was 16.2 µm and 17 µm was 
retrieved Reff. Although 



 

the error related to AQUA Reff is much bigger than the 
one associated with SYRSOC, the comparison of "mean 
values" is encouraging providing very close Reff 

retrievals. 

4.3. SYRSOC vs CLOUDNET: LWC 

The third comparison shows the relation and bias 
between the quasi-adiabatic LWC retrieved by 
SYRSOC and CLOUDNET for the 10-Dec-2010 case. 
CLOUDNET retrieves the LWC for profiles where the 
data have been diagnosed to be liquid water and where 
the liquid water path is available from the coincident 
MWR. Numerical model temperature and pressure 
values are used to estimate the theoretical adiabatic 
liquid water content gradient for each cloud base and 
the adiabatic liquid water content is then scaled so that 
its integral matches the MWR measurement. The so-
retrieved liquid water content follows then a quasi-
adiabatic profile. SYRSOC retrieves the LWC in two 
different ways, the subadiabatic and quasi-adiabatic.  
 

 
Figure 5. CLOUDNET-SYRSOC LWC 

The subadiabatic LWC is a function of the CDNC, the 
RADAR reflectivity and the LIDAR extinction; the 
quasi-adiabatic LWC has a fixed slope and depends 
directly on the theoretical adiabatic liquid water content 
gradient, a constant subadiabatic factor (in the range 0-
1) and the cloud thickness.  

 
Figure 6. CLOUDNET vs SYRSOC at z= 850 m, a.g.l. 

Only the quasi-adiabatic LWC from SYRSOC has been 
compared to the CLOUDNET LWC in Figs.5-6.The 
CLOUDNET-SYRSOC bias in Fig. 5 shows maximum 
departures of ±0.1 g m-3 (±14% of the max LWC), 
positive at the top and negative at the bottom of the 
cloud. The discrepancy between the two shows that 
CLOUDNET has a steeper  LWC slope through the 
cloud. Fig. 6 shows for the 850-m altitude slice the 
comparison between the two retrievals in a scatter plot, 
showing more clearly the 0.1-g m-3 positive bias in the 
top region of the cloud. 

4.4. SUMMARY 

The WMO/GAW Mace Head station is a state-of-the-art 
reference in different fields of atmospheric science. The 
presented results open to new applications and studies 
like the investigation of the turbulence as a proxy for the 
ABL structure. Also the accurate retrieval of the mass 
extinction is paramount in order to combine the 
information from the aerosol load and the cloud 
microphysics retrieved by SYRSOC. 
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